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Abstract
Training of foodstuff producers as a
group effective on the quality of food materials is an important factor in achievement of food safety. This was an analytical interventional study, which was performed in a cross-sectional manner in 10
months. The target population consisted
of 180 individuals in charge of facilities
producing pastry in Iran. The participants
were categorized into three groups;faceto-face training, distance training, and
control groups. The data was collected
using a questionnaire, which evaluated
the knowledge, attitude, practice, and
good manufacturing practices.The data
were analyzed by (X2) and Ttest.According to the results of T-test, the
mean knowledge scores before and after
the intervention were significantly different in the face-to-face and distance training groups (p<0.05).
Keywords: Education, Producing Pastry,
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1. Introduction
Human health, as the crucial element of
sustainable development, is a major concern of politicians and authorities of different countries [1, 2]. Food-borne diseases annually cause millions of cases of
morbidity and mortality around the world
[2]. According to the reports of the center
for disease control (CDC), each year 76
millions of individuals are affected by the
disease in the USA, due to which 325,000
cases of hospitalization and 5200 deaths
occur. Food materials are one of the main
sources of microbial and chemical contamination. In this respect, it is estimated
that 70% of the infectious diseases are
transmitted to human via contaminated
food, and more than 450 types of viral,
parasitic, fungal, and microbial diseases
are transmitted to human through foods
of animal origin [3],bringing the annual
medical cost of 6.5-34.9 billion dollars
[4,5] . However, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that the true
number of cases of food-borne disease is
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300-350 times higher than those of the
recorded cases [6, 7]. Food materials are
considered as a major source of contamination with chemical and biological factors. It is estimated that 70% of the infectious diseases are transmitted to human
via contaminated food, and more than
450 types of viral, parasitic, fungal, and
microbial diseases are transmitted to human through foods of animal origin [8].
Maintenance of food health is a prerequisite for maintenance of community
health,which is a major development index [9]. This could only be achieved via
education and improvement of awareness
level in people of different social groups
and classes [10]. Education is an important development index, having close
relationship with the economic status and
social and cultural quality of life [11])
Effective education could lead to changes
in the learners’ behavior in the three aspects of knowledge, attitude, and practice.
In this respect, achievement of a desirable
result requires evaluation of the current
status, employment of different educational approaches,and comparison of effectiveness of the approaches [12]. Then,
by applying more effective educational
interventions, awareness level and consequently performance of target groups
would be improved [13]. The individuals
in charge of facilities producing pastry,
poolak, and rock candy comprise a group
effective on the food health in the community. Training of these people about
food health with the aim of enhancement
of their knowledge, attitude, and practice
could play an important role in achievement of food safety [14-16].
1.1 Methods and Materials
This is an interventional analytical study
carried out in a cross-sectional manner in
10 months. The target population was 180
individuals in charge of facilities producing pastry, poolak, and rock candy in
Shahr-e-kord. In the study, we used the
Philip-Seaman’s method [17]. We had

two groups of people;each consists of 60
people in charge of the facilities. One
group would attend the face-to-face training courses of vocational school, and the
other group would attend the distance
courses. Then, from each group, 30 people were selected using simple randomized sampling to include in the study. To
this end,the list of all people in charge of
the facilities were firstly prepared and a
number was assigned to each;1-90 to
those in the pastry production facilities
and 1-120 to those in the poolak and rock
candy producing facilities. From each
group, 30 individuals were randomly selected. The participants were referred by
the environmental health inspectors to the
vocational schools to obtain general heath
training certificate. The training course
was held in two weeks, in 40 hours. Simple randomized sampling was used to determine the food chemical contamination.
The questionnaire contained 15 items addressing knowledge, with answers in the
value range of 0-15. The standard deviation for knowledge scores was considered
3- 15.5. With the confidence of 95%, test
power of 85%, and statistically significant mean difference for the two groups if
the value is 1.5 or above, the sample size
was calculated from the following formula:

N= 2+ 60= 62
The data was analyzed using SPSS software version 16, by the chi square and
paired t-test.
1.2 Results
According to the data provided in this
servey the highest and lowest number of
participants belonged to the 31-40 and
51-60-years age groups, respectively.
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With regard to the working history, the
highest frequency was observed for working experience less than five years, and
then 6-10 years, while the lowest number
of participants having the working history
of 16-20 years. With regard to the education level, most people in charge of the
facilities had high school education level.
This also comes true for the control group.
According to the results of T-test, the
mean knowledge levels before and after
the educational intervention were significantly different for the face-to-face and
distance training groups (p<0.05). The
difference was not statistically significant
for the control group (p>0.05). The mean
score change was the highest for the people from pastry production and those
from the poolak and rock candy production facilities for the face-to-face and distance training groups, respectively. The
difference was not statistically significant
for the control group .According to the
results obtained from T-test, in the faceto-face training group, the knowledge
score after training changed significantly
for all age groups, except for the sale persons in the age group below 21 (p<0.05).
The difference was statistically significant for all age groups in the distance
training group (p<0.05). In the control
group, the difference was statistically
significant only for the age group 41-50
(p<0.017). The mean score changes in the
face-to-face and distance training groups
were the highest in the age range of 41-50
and 31-40, respectively. The difference
was not statistically significant in the
control group .The results of t-test indicated that, for all the education levels, the
mean knowledge scores significantly
changed after the educational intervention
(p<0.05). In the control group, the change
was statistically significant only for primary school and secondary school education levels. The mean changes in the
scores were the highest in the secondary
school and academic education levels for

the face-to-face and distance training
groups, respectively. In the control group,
the difference between different education levels was not significant. Tables1,2
have showed Comparison average score
awareness before and after the intervention groups studied.

2. Discussion
With regard to the age, the findings
showed that most participants were in the
age range of 31-40.Thus, the study population was fairly young. In a study by Kabir et al., the knowledge, attitude, and
practice of female hair dressers in Ardebil
was evaluated. Furthermore, the relationship between these items on the one hand,
and the methods of AIDS and hepatitis
control and prevention on the other hand
was evaluated. It was observed that
younger hairdressers had better performance in this respect [18].
However, in the current study, we could
not find a statistically significant relationship between the age on the one hand,
and health knowledge and practice on the
other hand. After delivering the trainings
in the face-to-face training group, the
highest and lowest knowledge score improvements were observed for the age
groups of 41-50 and under 21, respectively. In the distance training group, the
highest and lowest knowledge score improvements were observed in the age
groups
of
31-40
and
above
60,respectively. The people in charge of
the facilities had a fairly acceptable edu-
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cation level. However, in spite of this and
also the importance of avoiding the use of
artificial colors in food products, higher
education level does not translate into
higher knowledge level about the adverse
effects of food colors.
In both the face-to-face and distance
training groups, the highest knowledge
score improvements were observed for
participants with the primary school education level.
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